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Abstract
Dynamic von Karman equations with a nonlinear boundary dissipation are considered.
Questions related to long time behaviour, existence and structure of global attractors are
studied. It is shown that a nonlinear boundary dissipation with a large damping parameter
leads to an existence of global (compact) attractor for all weak (ﬁnite energy) solutions. This
result has been known in the case of full interior dissipation, but it is new in the case when the
boundary damping is the main dissipative mechanism in the system. In addition, we prove that
fractal dimension of the attractor is ﬁnite. The proofs depend critically on the inﬁnite speed of
propagation associated with the von Karman model considered.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider a nonlinear system of dynamic elasticity described by
von Karman evolution with a nonlinear boundary dissipation. Our goal is to
establish an existence of a global attractor and to determine its structure.
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1.1. The model
Let OCR2 be bounded domain with a sufﬁciently smooth boundary G: We
assume that G consists of two disjoint parts G0 and G1: Consider the following von
Karman model with boundary dissipation active on G1 via the ‘‘free’’ boundary
conditions [27]
utt þ But þ D2u ¼ ½vðuÞ þ F0; u þ p in O ð0;NÞ: ð1Þ
The Airy stress function vðuÞ satisﬁes the following elliptic problem
D2vðuÞ ¼ 	 ½u; u in O;
@
@v
vðuÞ ¼ vðuÞ ¼ 0 on G: ð2Þ
The von Karman bracket ½u; v is given by
½u; v 
 uxxvyy þ uyyvxx 	 2uxyvxy:
The boundary conditions associated with (1) are of ‘‘free’’ type on G1 and clamped
on G0:
Du þ ð1	 mÞB1u ¼ 0 on G1;
@
@v
Du þ ð1	 mÞB2u 	 m1u 	 bu3 ¼ dgðutÞ on G1;
u ¼ @
@v
u ¼ 0 on G0: ð3Þ
The boundary operators B1 and B2 are given [27] by
B1u ¼ 2n1n2uxy 	 n21uyy 	 n22uxx;
B2u ¼ @
@t
½ðn21 	 n22Þuxy þ n1n2ðuyy 	 uxxÞ;
where n ¼ ðn1; n2Þ is the outer normal to G; t ¼ ð	n2; n1Þ is the unit tangent vector
along @O: The operator B in (1) is assumed linear and bounded on L2ðOÞ: The
nonlinear function gAC1ðRÞ is assumed monotone increasing. The parameters m1
and b are nonnegative, the constant 0omo1 has a meaning of the Poisson modulus,
and the damping parameter d is positive.
Equations of von Karman (1) and (2) are well known in nonlinear elasticity and
constitute a basic model describing nonlinear oscillations of a plate accounting for
large displacements (see, e.g. [14,37] and [27], where in this last reference damping via
free boundary conditions is considered).
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Our interest is in studying asymptotic behaviour of weak, i.e.: H2ðOÞ  L2ðOÞ
solutions to this model, which in addition to the initial condition is driven by the
non-dissipative forces F0AH2ðOÞ and pAL2ðOÞ:
The function pðx; yÞ represents external transverse forces applied to the plate.
The function F0 describes in-plane forces acting on the plate. The boundary
values F0 and
@
@v F0 on G are determined from the in-plane components of the edge
forces (see, e.g. [14]). Below we assume that F0 ¼ @@v F0 ¼ 0 on G1: This assumption
means that the in-plane components of the edge forces vanish on the free part G1 of
the boundary G: Thus, in-plane forces are active on the clamped (G0) part of the
boundary only. We refer to [14] for the detailed description of the relation between
boundary values of F0 and in-plane forces on the edge of the plate. The term But in
(1) represents a ‘‘light damping’’ in the system. This type of damping is usually
present due to viscosity. We note that we do not assume coercivity of B: Indeed,
strictly positive B would produce strong dissipative effect sufﬁcient for uniform
stabilization of unforced system to equilibrium. Instead, this is not certainly the case
with a ‘‘light’’ damping, which can degenerate in O (e.g. ðBuÞðxÞ 
 bðxÞuðxÞ; where
bðxÞ40 almost everywhere in O). Thus, in our case the main dissipative mechanism is
placed on the boundary, and is represented by the term dgðutÞ: It is known, that this
type of geometrically weak dissipation is rather subtle in mathematical treatments
and also geometry dependent.
We shall begin by recalling few facts on the well-posedness of the semi-ﬂow
generated by (1), (2), (3).
Global existence and uniqueness of regular solutions to von Karman
evolutions has been well established for some time (see [7,24] for the case of
homogenous boundary conditions and [16] for the case of nonlinear boundary
conditions). The more delicate issue is that of well-posedness of weak (often
called ﬁnite energy) solutions, which are of relevance to this work. In the
case of weak solutions, existence alone has been shown by Faedo–Galerkin
methods [37] for problems which are homogenous on the boundary. This
technique, when combined with monotonicity methods leads to an existence of
weak solutions for the problem with nonlinear monotone boundary conditions
[16,33]. Instead, the uniqueness and Hadamard wellposedness of weak solutions
has been an open problem until recently (even in the case of homogeneous
boundary conditions). While in the case of one-dimensional domains (beams) the
issue has been completely settled in [28], the two-dimensional case lacks the
appropriate Sobolev embeddings. The main obstacle has been a low a-priori
regularity of the von Karman bracket which does not imply boundedness of the
nonlinear term in the equation with respect to the topology governed by weak
solutions. It turned out that uniqueness of weak solutions still can be shown, by using
rather special method based on dual estimates [4]. However, this technique does not
provide the full Hadamard wellposedness, including continuous dependence with
respect to initial conditions.
On the other hand, recent developments in the area of Lizorkin–Hardy spaces
[41,43] and compensated compactness methods allowed to show [16,13] the following
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‘sharp’ regularity of the Airy stress function
jvðuÞjW 2;NðOÞpCjuj2H2ðOÞ: ð4Þ
Note that standard regularity [37] gives jvðuÞjH3	eðOÞpCjuj2H2ðOÞ which is insufﬁcient
(even with e ¼ 0; [8]) to conclude the critical for the problem W 2;NðOÞ regularity of vðuÞ:
Equipped with sharp regularity in (4) one shows that not only homogeneous on
the boundary von Karman equation has Hadamard-wellposed weak solutions, but
also models with non-homogeneous boundary data, including nonlinear terms on
the boundary gðutÞ in (3) with g0ðsÞX0 [16,33,13].
In order to formulate this result we introduce a space of weak solutions denoted
byH; whereH 
 H2G0ðOÞ  L2ðOÞ where H2G0ðOÞ denotes space of H2ðOÞ functions
subject to clamped boundary conditions on G0:
Proposition 1.1 (Favini et al. [16], Lasiecka [33] and Chueshov and Lasiecka
[13]). Under the standing assumptions formulated above, the Eqs. (1) and (2) with
boundary conditions (3), where either b ¼ 0; or else, b40 and g0ðsÞ40; is Hadamard
wellposed on H: This, in particular, implies that the map ðuð0Þ ¼ u0; utð0Þ ¼
u1Þ-ðuðtÞ; utðtÞÞ defines a continuous semi-flow TðtÞ on H:
Moreover, for initial data u0AH4ðOÞ; u1AH2ðOÞ subject to compatibility conditions
on the boundary, one obtains ðu; utÞACð½0; T ; H4ðOÞ  H2ðOÞÞ solutions with every
finite T40:
Remark 1.2. We note that in the case when b40 in (3), and gðsÞ is not strictly
monotone, one may loose the uniqueness of weak solutions [34].
Remark 1.3. A related Hadamard-wellposedness result holds also for full vectorial
von Karman system which accounts, additionally, for in plane accelerations [25].
However, the technique of the proof in the vectorial case is very different from the
scalar. This is due to the fact that decoupling of the system via Airy stress function is
no longer available in the vectorial case.
1.2. Main results
Once the well-posedness of the semi-ﬂow is settled, our main goal is to prove
global attractiveness property for the dynamical system ðTðtÞ;HÞ: This requires
additional hypotheses imposed on the data of the problem.
Assumption 1.4.
* The monotone function gAC1ðRÞ is assumed to satisfy gð0Þ ¼ 0 along with the
following bounds: there exist positive constants m; M such that
mpg0ðsÞpMjsjp	1 forjsjX1; 1ppoN:
If b40 we also assume that g0ðsÞXm when jsjp1:
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* We assume that G is star shaped, i.e. there exists x0AR2 such that
ðx 	 x0Þnp0 on G0; and ðx 	 x0ÞnX0 on G1:
* The operator BALðL2ðOÞÞ is non-negative and injective.
* pAL2ðOÞ and F0AH2G1ðOÞ when b40; where
H2G1ðOÞ 
 uAH2ðOÞ; u ¼
@
@v
u ¼ 0 on G1
 
:
If b ¼ 0 we assume that F0AH2G1ðOÞ-H10 ðOÞ:
Our main results read as follows:
Theorem 1.5. Assume that either m1 þ b40 or G0 is non-empty and Assumption 1.4 is
in force. Then:
* there exist an absorbing set for the semiflow TðtÞ: This is to say, there exists a
bounded set BAH such that for all initial data jjðuð0Þ; utð0ÞÞjjHpR; there exists
T0ðRÞ40 such that TðtÞðuð0Þ; utð0ÞÞAB for all tXT0ðRÞ:
* If, in addition, we assume that g0ðsÞXm for all sAR; and the damping parameter
d is sufficiently large, then there exists a global, compact attractor A for the semi-
flow TðtÞ:
Theorem 1.6. In addition to Assumptions of Theorem 1.5 we assume that for pX3 (in
Assumption 1.4) the following coercivity condition holds:
gðsÞsXm1jsjðp	1Þr 	 C; jsjX1; ð5Þ
for some constants m140; r41 and CX0: Then the fractal dimension of the attractor
A is finite.
We recall (see, e.g. [2,9,20,42]) that by the deﬁnition the global attractor is a closed
bounded set in H which is invariant (i.e. TðtÞA ¼A for any t40) and uniformly
attracting, i.e.
lim
t-þN supyAB
distHfTðtÞy;Ag ¼ 0 for any bounded set BCH:
Our subsequent results deal with the structure of the attractor A: In order to state
these results, we introduce the set of stationary points of TðtÞ denoted by N:
N ¼ fVAH: TðtÞV ¼ V for all tX0g:
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Every stationary point W has the form W ¼ ðu; 0Þ; where u ¼ uðx; yÞ solves the
problem
D2u ¼ ½vðuÞ þ F0; u þ p in O;
Du þ ð1	 mÞB1u ¼ 0 on G1;
@
@v
Du þ ð1	 mÞB2u 	 m1u 	 bu3 ¼ 0 on G1;
u ¼ @
@v
u ¼ 0 on G0; ð6Þ
where the function vðuÞ satisﬁes (2). Let us deﬁne the unstable manifold MuðNÞ
emanating from the setN as a set of all YAH such that there exists a full trajectory
g ¼ fWðtÞ: tARg with the properties
Wð0Þ ¼ Y ; and lim
t-	N distHðWðtÞ;NÞ ¼ 0:
Our next result asserts that the attractor A coincides with this unstable manifold.
Theorem 1.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.5 we have
* A ¼ MuðNÞ:
* limt-þN distHðTðtÞW ;NÞ ¼ 0 for any WAH:
From Theorem 1.7 we obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary 1.8. The global attractor A consists of full trajectories g ¼ fWðtÞ : tARg
such that
lim
t-	N distHðWðtÞ;NÞ ¼ 0 and limt-þN distHðWðtÞ;NÞ ¼ 0:
Corollary 1.9. Assume that problem (6) has a finite number of solutions.
(i) The global attractor A consists of full trajectories g ¼ fWðtÞ: tARg connecting
pairs of stationary points, i.e. any WAA belongs some full trajectory g and for any
gCA there exists a pair fZ; ZgCN such that
WðtÞ-Z as t-	N and WðtÞ-Z as t-þN:
(ii) For any VAH there exists a stationary point Z such that
TðtÞV-Z as t-þN:
Remark 1.10. The condition that O is star shaped can be eliminated. It sufﬁces to
impose geometric condition only on non-dissipative part of the boundary G0—see
Remark 2.7.
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Remark 1.11. We also note under condition (5) using the method presented in [13]
along with the estimate in Lemma 5.1 one can prove that the rate of the convergence
in Corollary 1.9(ii) is exponential.
Remark 1.12. In the case when B ¼ 0 one can show by the methods of this paper
that the dynamical system ðTðtÞ;HÞ admits local attractor in the following sense: for
any R40 there exists d040 such that for every dXd0 there is a compact strictly
invariant set AR such that
lim
t-þN supjyjHpR
distHfTðtÞy;ARg ¼ 0:
1.3. Discussion of the results, the literature and open problems
In discussing global attractivity of von Karman evolutions one should distinguish
two cases: rotational inertia included in the model or not included (i.e. the term
	aDutt added to the left-hand side of Eq. (1)). In the former case, the effect of
nonlinearity on ﬁnite energy dynamics is compact. This property makes the problem
more amenable to the analysis and allows to establish all the results listed above
without any restrictions on the size of the damping parameter [6,29,13]. In the case
when rotational inertia are not included, the case considered in this paper, the
analysis is of very different nature. In fact, the von Karman nonlinearity has no
longer compact effect on the dynamics. While this particular fact has no major
bearing on technicalities related to proving uniform stability of unforced evolutions,
[27,22,32], it does cause a major perturbation when dealing with a question of
attractiveness of forced von Karman evolutions.
The very ﬁrst result pertaining to an existence of global attractors for this model is
in [7], where it was shown that sufficiently large linear interior dissipation leads to the
existence of global, weak attractors. Subsequently, in [30] and [31,11] problems with a
nonlinear, interior dissipation were considered. By using sharp regularity of Airy
stress function, it was shown in these references, that strictly coercive and sufﬁciently
large interior nonlinear dissipation (with appropriate bounds at inﬁnity) leads to
global attractors.
Problems with boundary dissipations are more subtle. Indeed, this is even the case
in linear theory, where proving exponential decays subject to boundary dissipation
requires completely different techniques which are geometry dependent [27].
Propagation of dissipation from the boundary region into the entire domain is a
rather delicate process. Capturing this process through the estimates is a challenging
task which, however, for unforced von Karman dynamics, is by now well understood
[27,22,32].
The new set of difﬁculties arises when one attempts to establish attractiveness of
the forced dynamics with boundary dissipation and nonlinear and non-compact terms
in the equation. Let us explain some of the obstacles encountered in the analysis. It is
known that in the case of ‘‘nonsmoothing’’ dynamics (waves and plates), a way to
handle non-compact nonlinearities is by splitting the dynamics into two parts, one
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which is driven by a non-compact but conservative nonlinear term and another
one which corresponds to compact perturbations [20,21] and references therein.
This procedure, which requires a certain structure of nonlinearity, applies very
well to semilinear wave or plate equations with critical growth exponents—
see [20,21,40,1,17,18] for the case of interior dissipation and [10] for the
case of boundary nonlinear dissipation. However, in the case of von
Karman nonlinearities the structure is not there. The only hope for an
‘‘attractiveness’’ of the dynamics is in exploiting a large size of the damping
parameter, in order to stabilize the non-compact part of the dynamics. And in fact
this can be done [31] in the case of a full interior damping, which alone reconstructs
kinetic energy with a full control of its size, by an appropriate tuning of the damping
coefﬁcient. Then, the potential energy can be reconstructed by a clever use of certain
weight functions.
The situation is very different in the case of a boundary damping being the main
mechanism for dissipation. For one thing, the boundary damping does not generate
ﬂows but semi-ﬂows only. This is an important aspect from the point of view of
dynamical system theory. However, the main obstacle is the lack of relation between
the size of the damping parameter and the decay rates caused by this dissipation. It is
no longer true that a large boundary damping will contribute to a sizable kinetic
energy dissipation, hence to an offsetting the non-conservative, non-dissipative and
non-compact parts of the nonlinear term. This has to do with the way dissipation
propagates from the boundary into the interior. And, in fact, the issue is how to
propagate the damping from the boundary into the interior in such a way as to
prevent the buildup of energy due to non-conservative and non-dissipative terms.
The key to the solution presented in our paper is that this process has to be done
‘‘very fast’’ by damping out instantly a potential buildup of the energy. Evidently,
this last feature has to do with the infinite speed of propagation associated with the
dynamics. The mathematical contribution of our manuscript is to make this rather
heuristic argument work through the estimates. This is done by appropriate rescaling
arguments along with boundary multipliers method supported by sharp regularity
properties of Airy stress functions. It should be also added that the fact that non-
linearity is strong, while creating a major obstacle at the level of asymptotic
smoothness analysis, is also a main reason for the boundedness of ground states of
the energy—a key property for global stability.
To our best knowledge, the present paper is a ﬁrst one which proves global
attractivity of von Karman evolutions (without the regularizing effects of rotational
inertia) and with boundary damping, which in addition can be nonlinear. In fact,
strong nonlinearity of dissipation is known to be a substantial hurdle in the analysis
of hyperbolic-like problems. As recognized in [1], nonlinear dissipation in the context
of hyperbolic-like problems is difﬁcult to treat, due to the fact dissipation to be
effective can not be relatively compact (even in the case of interior damping). For the
case of boundary damping, such dissipation is not even bounded on a ﬁnite energy
space, a fact which leads to the loss of group property for the dynamics. Any
perturbation (splitting) analysis typical in the study of attractors runs into
substantial difﬁculties.
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Our proof relies on the following main steps: (i) proving dissipativity (absorption)
property with the control of the size of absorbing set (independent on the (large)
value of damping parameter); (ii) proving asymptotic smoothness for sufﬁciently
large values of the damping parameter, and (iii) proving ﬁnite fractal dimension of
the attractor.
The proof of the dissipativity is based on uniqueness property of von Karman
bracket and appropriate compactness-uniqueness argument as employed in [10]. The
uniqueness property mentioned above is strongly related to the uniqueness of
solutions to Monge–Ampere equations. The proof of asymptotic smoothness relies
critically on the inﬁnite speed of propagation valid for Euler–Bernoulli type
equations (this argument would not apply to wave equation type problems or von
Karman evolutions with rotational terms). Inﬁnite speed of propagation allows us to
show that the dissipation from the boundary is quickly propagated into the interior
and with a sufﬁcient strength in order to counteract the non-compact, non-
dissipative and non-conservative parts of the nonlinearity. The above makes possible
to exploit large size of the boundary damping parameter by showing that non-
compact part of the ﬂow is stabilized to a compact set. This property is very
fortunate and somewhat unexpected in hyperbolic like dynamics. Indeed, as well
known, spectral analysis and relation between damping parameter and the
corresponding decay rates, even for linear systems, are very poorly understood in
the case of boundary damping. It sufﬁces to take one-dimensional wave equation
with boundary dissipation where the semigroup become nilpotent for the damping
parameter equal to one. What plays a critical role in our considerations is the
‘‘inﬁnite speed of propagation’’ corresponding to the plate problems without
rotational inertia. Indeed, the very fact that the speed is inﬁnite allows boundary
damping to be effective instantly. We also note that for this problem more popular
methods such as splitting of dynamics does not appear applicable. Regarding finite
dimensionality of attractors, we recall that known methods of proving this property
rely either on strong differentiability of the ﬂow [38,20] or on additional regularity of
attractors which allows to prove various forms of ‘‘squeezing inequalities’’ [15,19,26].
These two properties are not available for hyperbolic-like ﬂows with truly nonlinear
dissipation. In order to circumvent this difﬁculty we shall develop an approach
which does not rely on any additional regularity of attractors. Instead, it is based on
a suitable extension of ﬁnite dimensionality criterion in [26] along with certain
stabilizability-observability type of inequalities which are inspired by recent
developments in control theory.
We conclude by listing several open problems.
Remark 1.13 (Open problems).
* Is it possible to obtain the same result without the ‘‘light’’ damping? We note that
the presence of a light damping is needed only for the proof of existence of an
absorbing set. This is due to the fact that unique continuation property from the
boundary is not known for von Karman evolutions. Here the difﬁculties are
substantial. One of the issues is the fact that the nonlinear operator is non-local.
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This prevents applicability of Carleman’s estimates which became a classical tool
in establishing unique continuation properties [23]. The second issue is that
overdetermination on the boundary involves only one boundary condition (as
opposed to two boundary conditions).
* Can one dispense with the restriction on the size of the damping parameter d ? Here,
again, the difﬁculty is very substantial. This is due to the fact that nonlinear term
arising from von Karman bracket is not compact with respect to ﬁnite energy
space and it does not have any particular structure allowing for a convenient
splitting—unlike semilinear wave equations with critical exponents [10]. In fact,
similar restriction is imposed for much simpler von Karman problems where the
damping is both linear and internal.
* Can one replace the condition F0AH2G1ðOÞ by F0AH2ðOÞ? Indeed, by not assuming
that F0;rF0 vanish on the boundary G1; the term ½F0; u is no longer conservative
on the original dynamics. This will be no problem if we had uniqueness property
for the von Karman bracket with b ¼ 0: This is to ½u; u ¼ 0-u 
 0: And the
above implication should hold for functions u in H2ðOÞ satisfying homogeneous
boundary conditions. This property (related to the uniqueness of Monge–Ampere
equation) is proved for the case b40: It is also known that this property holds for
either clamped or hinged homogeneous boundary conditions. In the case of free
boundary conditions, it was shown by Berger and Fife [3] that this property, in the
case of partially free and partially clamped boundary conditions holds for uAC2:
However, it seems unlikely to close the gap between H2 and C2:
The reminder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorems 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7. In
Section 2 we prove Theorem 2.1 on absorption property, while Section 3 is devoted
to asymptotic smoothness Theorem 3.1. The ﬁnal conclusion in Theorem 1.5 follows
by appealing to general result which is a slight modiﬁcation of the theorem proved in
[5]. Theorem 1.6 is proved in Section 5. We rely here on a recent generalization of
Ladyzhenskaya’s theorem on dimension of invariant sets given in [12] (see also [13]).
Theorem 1.7 follows from the existence of the Lyapunov function on the attractor
and from general results on the structure of global attractors for gradient systems
(see, e.g. [2,9,20,42]).
2. Global dissipativity
We shall use the notation jujs;O 
 jujHsðOÞ and ðu; vÞO 

R
O uv dx; where H
sðOÞ;
sAR; are the usual Sobolev spaces.
The ﬁrst step toward our analysis is to establish an existence of the absorbing set.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that either m1 þ b40 or G0 is non-empty. Then under
Assumption 1.4 there exists an absorbing set for the dynamical system ðTðtÞ;HÞ
whose size is independent on the damping parameter d40: This is to say, there exists a
bounded set BCH such that for every bounded BAH and ðu0; u1ÞAB there exists a
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T0ðBÞ40 such that Ttðu0; u1ÞAB; tXT0: Moreover, the size of B does not depend
on d40:
We give the proof for the case m1 þ b40 only. The case m1 ¼ b ¼ 0;G0a| is much
simpler. The proof of Theorem 2.1 consists of several steps which are presented in
the two subsections given below.
2.1. Energy functionals and existence of ‘‘ground states’’
The main goal of this subsection is to show that the natural energy function
associated with the system has global ground states. This, in particular, implies that
the energy is bounded from below. In order to formulate our results we introduce
two energy functionals. Following [27] we denote
aðu; vÞ ¼
Z
O
a˜ðu; vÞ dx þ m1
Z
G1
u2 dG; aG1ðu; vÞhn 

Z
G1
a˜ðu; vÞhn dG;
where
a˜ðu; vÞ 
 uxxvxx þ uyyvyy þ mðuxxvyy þ uyyvxxÞ þ 2ð1	 mÞuxyvxy
is the usual second order differential bilinear form associated with the free boundary
conditions. When m140 or G0a|; then aðu; uÞ is equivalent to juj2;O: Otherwise
aðu; uÞ is just a seminorm on H2ðOÞ:
Let uðtÞ be a weak solution to problem (1)–(3). We denote
EðtÞ 

Z
O
½u2t þ 1=2jDvðuÞj2 dx dy þ aðu; uÞ þ
1
2
b
Z
G1
u4 dG
and
EðtÞ ¼ EðtÞ þ
Z
O
½F0½u; u þ 2pu dx dy:
Standard energy equality gives
EðtÞ þ 2
Z t
s
Z
G1
dgðutÞut dG dtþ 2
Z t
s
Z
O
Butut dx dy dt ¼ EðsÞ: ð7Þ
This inequality is derived ﬁrst for smooth (regular) solutions and then extended by
density to all weak solutions. Here we also use the fact thatZ
O
½u; F0 w dx dy ¼
Z
O
½u; wF0 dx dy
for F0AH2G1ðOÞ; wAH2G0ðOÞ; uAH2ðOÞ:
As shown in the next Lemma, the energy EðtÞ is bounded from below.
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Lemma 2.2. There exist positive constants c; C; M0 such that
cEðtÞ 	 M0pEðtÞpCEðtÞ þ M0:
The proof of the lemma will easily follows from the following statement.
Proposition 2.3. Under Assumption 1.4 we have the following assertions:
(1) Let b40: For every e40 and so2 there exists a constant Ce such that
jujs;OpeðjDvðuÞj0;O þ juj2;O þ juj2L4ðG1ÞÞ þ Ce; uAH2G0ðOÞ:
In particular we have
juj2s;OpeEpðtÞ þ Ce;
where EpðtÞ is potential part of the energy, i.e. EpðtÞ ¼ EðtÞ 	 jutj20;O:
(2) In the case b ¼ 0; m140 for every e40 there exists a constant Ce such that
jð½u; u; F0Þ0;OjpeðjDvðuÞj20;O þ juj22;OÞ þ Ce; uAH2G0ðOÞ:
Proof. 1. Case b40: We shall use the same contradiction argument as in [31].
By contradiction, assume that there exists a sequence fung from H2G0ðOÞ such that
Mn 
 eðjDvðunÞj0;O þ junj2;O þ junj2L4ðG1ÞÞ 	 junjs;O-	N
as n-N:
We can assume that Mno0 for all n: It should be junjs;O-N: Let wn ¼ unjunjs;O: Then
we have jwnjs;O ¼ 1 and
junjs;O jwnj2;o þ junjs;O
Z
G1
jwnj4 dG
 1
2þjDvðunÞj0;Ojunjs;O
	 1
e
0
@
1
A
¼ Mn
e
-	N:
Consequently
jwnj2;O þ junjs;O
Z
G1
jwnj4 dG
 1
2þjunjs;OjDvðwnÞj0;Oo
1
e
:
This implies that the sequence fwng contains a subsequence which converges weakly
in H2ðOÞ: Thus we can suppose that wn,w weakly in H2ðOÞ for some wAH2G0ðOÞ: It
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is clear that jwjs;O ¼ 1: We also have
jDvðwnÞj0;O þ
Z
G1
jwnj4 dG
 1
2
p 1
ejunjs;O
-0 as n-N:
Since wn-w strongly in H
2	dðOÞ for any d40 we also conclude that DvðwÞ 
 0 and
w 
 0 on G: Thus wAH10 ðOÞ-H2ðOÞ and the equation ½w; w ¼ 0 holds. Now as in
Lemma 1.9 [11] we can conclude (by appealing to uniqueness of solutions to Monge–
Ampere equation) that w 
 0 which contradicts the property jwjs;O ¼ 1:
2. Case b ¼ 0; m140: Let us show that the functional
CðwÞ ¼ e  ðjwj22;O þ jDvðwÞj20;OÞ 	 jð½w; w; F0Þ0;Oj
is bounded from below on H2G0ðOÞ: We will follow the line of the argument given in
the case b40: Assume that there exist a sequence fwngCH2G0ðOÞ such that
04Mn 
 CðwnÞ-	N as n-N:
It should be jð½wn; wn; F0Þ0;Oj-þN: Let
w˜n ¼ wn  jð½wn; wn; F0Þ0;Oj	1=2:
We have the relation
e  ðjw˜nj22;O þ jð½wn; wn; F0Þ0;Oj  jDvðw˜nÞj20;OÞ
p1þ Mnjð½wn; wn; F0Þ0;Oj
p1:
Thus we can suppose that there exists w˜AH2G0ðOÞ such that w˜n,w˜ weakly in H2ðOÞ
and hence w˜n-w˜ strongly in H
2	dðOÞ for any d40: Therefore ½w˜n; w˜n-½w˜; w˜
strongly in H	1	dðOÞ: We also have that jDvðw˜nÞj20;O-0: Consequently ½w˜; w˜ ¼ 0:
Thus
j½wn; wnj	1	d;O
jð½wn; wn; F0Þ0;Oj
-0 as n-N:
or
½wn; wn
j½wn; wnj	1	d;O
; F0
 !
-N as n-N:
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Since F0AH10 ðOÞ-H2G0ðOÞ we have that F0AH1þd0 ðOÞ for do1=2: Therefore
½wn; wn
j½wn; wnj	1	d;O
; F0
 !
pjF0j1þdoN:
Thus we arrive to contradiction. Consequently CðwÞ is bounded from below on
H2G0ðOÞ: This implies the second assertion of Proposition 2.3. &
Proof of Lemma 2.2. In the case b40 it sufﬁces to establish the following estimate:
for all e40 there exist positive constant Ce such thatZ
O
½F0½u; u þ 2pu dx dy

pejuj22;O þ Ce½juj20;O þ Cjpj20;O: ð8Þ
Indeed, inequality in (8) and Proposition 2.3(1) with s ¼ 0 imply that for every e40
there exists a constant Ce such thatZ
O
½F0½u; u þ 2pu dx dy

peEðtÞ þ Ce
which inequality then readily implies the result of Lemma 2.2.
To see the validity of (8), we shall exploit symmetricity of von Karman bracket
(recall hypotheses in Assumption 1.4)Z
O
F0½u; u dx dy

 ¼
Z
O
½F0; uu dx dy

pjF0j2;Ojuj2;OjujCðOÞ
pCjuj2;Oðejuj2;O þ Cejuj0;OÞ;
where in the last step we used Sobolev’s embeddings followed by interpolation
inequality.
In the case b ¼ 0 we apply Proposition 2.3(2) and the inequality
jðp; uÞjpdjuj22;O þ Cdjpj20;O
with d40 small enough. &
Remark 2.4. By using the result of Lemma 2.2 and estimates in Proposition 2.3
along with lower weak semicontinuity of the energy function EðtÞ one easily proves
the existence of the minimizer (ground state) for the energy.
2.2. Absorbing property. Proof of Theorem 2.1
Step 1: First inequality.
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Let T40 be a given positive number. In what follows we use the following
notation
Q 
 O ð0; TÞ; S 
 G ð0; TÞ; Si 
 Gi  ð0; TÞ; i ¼ 0; 1:
Lemma 2.5. Let u be a solution to (1) and (2), with the boundary conditions (3). The
following inequality holds,
Z T
0
EðtÞ dt þ
Z
S1
ðh  nða˜ðu; uÞ þ jDvðuÞj2Þ dS
pjutð0Þj0;Ojruð0Þj0;O þ jutðTÞj0;OjruðTÞj0;O
þ
Z
S1
½CdðEð0ÞÞ  dgðutÞut þ Cjutj2 dSþ C
Z
Q
Butut dQ
þ C
Z
Q
juj2 dQ þ MpT þ b
Z
S1
½u3hru þ 1=4u4 dS
þ C
Z
S0
jDvðuÞj2 dS; ð9Þ
where C is a constant independent of d and the initial data ðu0; u1Þ and CdðEÞ is non-
decreasing function of E:
Proof. We begin by applying to Eq. (1) standard, by now [27], multiplier hru; where
h ¼ x 	 x0: The computations given below are based on Green’s formula available
for free boundary conditions [27]. The actual calculations are performed on smooth
solutions (guaranteed by taking smooth and compatible initial data—see Proposi-
tion 1.1). Final inequalities which are valid for all weak solutions, are obtained via
density argument [34,32].
Kinetic energy:
Z T
0
Z
O
ðutt þ ButÞhru dx dy dt
¼
Z
O
uthru dx dyjT0 þ 1=2
Z
Q
u2t div h dQ 	 1=2
Z
S
u2t hn ds dt þ
Z
Q
Buthru dQ:
Since BALðL2ðOÞÞ; by interpolation inequality we obtain
Z
Q
Buthru dQp
Z
Q
Butut dQ þ e
Z T
0
aðu; uÞ dt þ Ce
Z T
0
juj20;O dt:
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Hence Z T
0
Z
O
ðutt þ ButÞhru dx dy dt
X
Z
O
uthru dx dyjjT0 þ 1=2
Z
Q
u2t div h dQ
	 1=2
Z
S
u2t hn dS	
Z
Q
Butut dQ
	 e
Z T
0
aðu; uÞ dt 	 Ce
Z T
0
juj20;O dt: ð10Þ
Potential energy:
Following [27] (see Lemma 5.1, p. 80)Z
O
D2uhru dx dy ¼ aðu; uÞ þ 1
2
aGðu; uÞhn
þ
Z
G1
½dgðutÞ þ bu3hru dG
	
Z
G0
Du
@
@v
ðhruÞ dGþ m1
Z
G1
½uhru 	 u2 dG:
We also use here that B1ujG0 ¼ 0 under the conditions u ¼ ru ¼ 0 on G0 (see, e.g.
[36, Chapter 3]). Since
aG0ðu; uÞhn ¼
Z
G0
Du
@
@v
ðhruÞ dG; uAH2G0ðOÞ; ð11Þ
(see [27, Eq. (5.11), p. 82]), applying Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the following
trace inequality juj20;GpCjuj1;Ojuj0;O we obtain:Z
O
D2uhru dx dyX aðu; uÞ þ 1
2
aG1ðu; uÞhn
	 c
Z
G1
djgðutÞj jruðtÞj dGþ
Z
G1
bu3hru dG
	 1
2
aG0ðu; uÞhnþ m1 eaðu; uÞ 	 Ce
Z
O
u2 dx dy
 
:
Exploiting the geometric condition hnp0 on G0 and choosing e small enough yieldZ
O
D2uhru dx dyX 1=2aðu; uÞ þ 1=4aG1ðu; uÞhn	 c
Z
G1
djgðutÞj jruðtÞj dG
þ
Z
G1
bu3hru dG	 C
Z
O
u2 dx dy: ð12Þ
Handling of the damping term.
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Proposition 2.6. There exist a constant d40 such that
Z T
0
Z
G1
djgðutÞjjruj dS
pC
Z T
0
juj22	d;O dt þ C  ðd þ jujCð0;T ;H2	dðOÞÞÞ
Z
S
dgðutÞut dS:
Proof. It follows by argument involving splitting of the set S1 into two parts such
that utðx; y; tÞ is large and small. Here is the argument. We denote
A 
 fðx; y; tÞAS1; jutðx; tÞjp1g;
B 
 fðx; y; tÞAS1; jutðx; tÞjX1g:
We apply Ho¨lder’s inequality with exponent r which eventually will be taken equal
pðr 	 1Þ ¼ 1:Z
B
djgðutÞjruj dSp djrujL%rðS1Þ
Z
B
jgðutÞjr dS
 1
r
p djrujL%rðS1Þ
Z
B
jgðutÞjr	1jgðutÞj dS
 1
r
;
where %r	1 ¼ 1	 r	1: From Assumption 1.4 we have that jgðsÞjpM˜jsjp for some
M˜40 and jsjX1: ThereforeZ
B
djgðutÞjruj dSp dCjrujL%rðS1Þ
Z
B
jutjðr	1ÞpjgðutÞj dS
 1
r
¼ dCjrujL%rðS1Þ
Z
B
jutj jgðutÞj dS
 1
r
:
Since utgðutÞXm40 on B; using Sobolev’s embeddings HsðDÞCLpðDÞ for s ¼
ð1
2
	 1
p
Þ  dimD; we obtain thatZ
B
djgðutÞjruj dSpd  C  jujCð0;T ;H2	dðOÞÞ
Z
S1
utgðutÞ dS: ð13Þ
In the region A the argument is simpler since jgðutÞjpCjutj in A:Z
A
djgðutÞjruj dSp
Z T
0
jruj20;G1 dt þ d2
Z
A
jgðutÞj2 dS
p
Z T
0
juj21;G1 dt þ d2C
Z
A
gðutÞutðtÞ dS
p
Z T
0
juj23=2;O dt þ dC
Z
S1
dgðutÞutðtÞ dS: ð14Þ
Collecting (13) and (14) yields to the desired inequality in the Proposition. &
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Remaining terms.
Using [27, Eq. (2.27), p. 115] we obtainZ
O
½u; vðuÞhru dx dy
¼ 	1=2
Z
O
jDvðuÞj2 dx dy 	 1=2
Z
G
hnjDvðuÞj2 dG: ð15Þ
It is also easy to see thatZ
O
½½F0; u þ phru dx dypejuj22;O þ Cejuj20;O þ Mp: ð16Þ
Adding appropriately rescaled inequalities in (10), (12), (15), (16) yields inequality (9)
stated in Lemma 2.5. &
Remark 2.7 (Trace regularity). Whenever h  n40 on G1 we conclude that for all
ﬁnite energy solutions and such that utAL2ðSÞ; the second derivatives of u on G1; i.e.
Dx;yujG1 ; are in L2ðS1Þ: However, the point we wish to make that this additional
regularity follows from more general and intrinsic argument which does not require
any geometric condition on G1: Indeed, the following estimate is valid [35]
Z T	a
a
Z
G1
juxxj2 þ juyyj2 þ juxyj2 dG dtpC
Z
S1
jutj2 dSþ
Z T
0
@
@v
u t


2
	1;G1
dt
þ e
Z T
0
EðtÞ dt þ Ce;aðEð0ÞÞ
Z
Q
juj2 dQ:
This inequality allows to dispense with geometric hypothesis on G1 at the expenses of
putting weak dissipation on the boundary G1 : Du þ ð1	 mÞB1u ¼ 	 @@v ut:
Step 2: Second inequality.
From Lemma 2.5, after accounting for geometric condition on G0; the
monotonicity of EðtÞ and relation between the two energies (see Lemma 2.2) we
obtain
TEðTÞ þ
Z T
0
EðtÞ dtp ð1þ CÞ
Z T
0
EðtÞ dt þ M0T
pCEðTÞ þ C
Z
S1
½Cd;Eð0Þ dgðutÞut þ jutj2 dS
þ C
Z
Q
Butut dQ þ C
Z
Q
juj2 dQ þ CT þ b
Z
S1
½u3hru
þ 1=4u4 dSþ c
Z
S0
j DvðuÞj2 dS:
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Moreover, taking T sufﬁciently large gives:
TEðTÞ þ
Z T
0
EðtÞ dtpCEð0Þ;d
Z
S1
dgðutÞut dSþ c
Z
S1
jutj2 dS
þ C
Z
Q
½juj2 þ Butut dQ þ CT
þ
Z
S1
b½u3hru þ 1=4u4 dSþ c
Z
S0
jDvðuÞj2 dS: ð17Þ
The last term with b and the one with DvðuÞjG0 can be estimated as
b
Z
S1
½u3hru þ 1=4u4 dSpe
Z T
0
EðtÞ dt þ Ce
Z T
0
juj42	d;O dt ð18Þ
for any e4 with some d40: The argument for the boundary term DvðuÞjS0
relies on the following estimates valid for von Karman brackets where d40 is
arbitrary small:
jDvðuÞj0;G0pCjDvðuÞj1=2þd;O
by trace theory and elliptic regularity [43]
pCjvðuÞj5=2þd;OpCj½u; uj	3=2þd;O:
Therefore by regularity of von Karman bracket [4] we have
jDvðuÞj0;G0pCjuj22	Z;O
for some Z40: ThereforeZ
S0
jDvðuÞj2 dSpC
Z T
0
juj42	Z;O dt: ð19Þ
By inserting the results of inequalities in (18), (19) into (17) leads to
TEðTÞ þ
Z T
0
EðtÞ dtpC
Z
S1
½CEð0Þ;d dgðutÞutðtÞ þ jutj2 dS
þ C
Z
Q
Butut dQ þ CT þ LOTðuÞ; ð20Þ
where
LOTðuÞ ¼ C
Z T
0
ðjuj42	d;O þ juj20;OÞ dt ð21Þ
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with some d40; where C does not depend on d and Eð0Þ: By exploring growth
conditions imposed on g; gðsÞsXms2 for jsjX1 we obtainZ
S1
u2t dSpCgT þ C
Z
S1
gðutÞut dS;
which when combined with (20) leads to
TEðTÞ þ
Z T
0
EðtÞ dtpCEð0Þ;d
Z
S1
dgðutÞutðtÞ dS
þ C
Z
Q
Butut dQ þ CT þ LOTðuÞ: ð22Þ
Step 3: Elimination of lower order terms.
Lemma 2.8. Let T40 and LOTðuÞ be defined by (21). Then there exists a constant KT
such that for any R40 and d40 we can find a constant CT ;R;d such that
LOTðuÞpCT ;R;d
Z
S1
dgðutÞutðtÞ dSþ
Z
Q
Butut dQ
 
þ KT ð23Þ
for any solution uðtÞ to problem (1)–(3) with initial data ðu0; u1Þ possessing property
Eð0ÞpR:
Proof. The proof of this lemma is almost the same as in [10] and relies on the
following two facts (i) boundedness of the set of stationary solutions, (ii) unique
continuation property from the boundary. However, in order to obtain this last
property we exploit ‘‘light damping’’ in the model. In fact, this is the only point
where light damping is used in the proof. We shall provide only main steps.
By contradiction assume that for any K there exist R and d such that for any C
there exists ðu0; u1Þ possessing properties Eð0ÞpR and
LOTðuÞXC
Z
S1
dgðutÞutðtÞ dSþ
Z
Q
Butut dQ
 
þ K ð24Þ
for the solution uðtÞ to problem (1)–(3) with initial data ðu0; u1Þ: We choose K such
that
LOTðwÞ 
 CTðjwj42	d;O þ jwj20;OÞoK ð25Þ
for any stationary solution w to problem (1)–(3) (see (6)) and construct a sequence of
solutions funðtÞg such that
LOTðunÞXn 
Z
S1
dgðunt Þunt ðtÞ dS1 þ
Z
Q
Bunt u
n
t dQ
 
þ K : ð26Þ
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Using Lemma 2.2 from the energy relation (7) we obtain that
sup
tA½0;T 
fjunðtÞj22;O þ junt ðtÞj20;OgpCR; n ¼ 1; 2;y :
Therefore LOTðunÞpCR and from (26) we have thatZ
S1
dgðunt Þunt ðtÞ dSþ
Z
Q
Bunt u
n
t dQ-0; n-N: ð27Þ
Consequently the exists ðu; utÞALNð0; T ; H2ðOÞ  L2ðOÞÞ and a subsequence
funkðtÞg such that
unkðtÞ-uðtÞ  -weakly in LNð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ; k-N;
unkt ðtÞ-utðtÞ  -weakly in LNð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ; k-N: ð28Þ
The standard arguments (see, e.g. [37]) give that uðtÞ is a weak solution to problem
(1)–(3). From (27) and properties of weak convergence we also have thatZ
Q
Butut dQp lim
n-N
Z
Q
Bunt u
n
t dQ ¼ 0:
Therefore utðtÞ 
 0 and uðtÞ 
 w is a stationary solution to problem (1)–(3).
Properties (28) imply that
unkðtÞ-uðtÞ 
 w strongly in Lpð0; T ; H2	dðOÞÞ; k-N;
for any p41 and d40: Therefore
LOTðunkÞ-LOTðuÞ 
 CTðjwj42	d;O þ jwj20;OÞ:
From (26) we obtain that LOTðwÞ4K which contradicts to (25). &
By combining (22) and Lemma 2.8 and denoting
DðsÞ 

Z
G1
dgðutðsÞÞutðsÞ dGþ
Z
O
ButðsÞutðsÞ dx dy
we obtain
TEðTÞ þ
Z T
0
EðtÞ dtpCT ;R;d
Z T
0
DðtÞ dt þ KT ð29Þ
for any solution uðtÞ to problem (1)–(3) with initial data ðu0; u1Þ possessing property
Eð0ÞpR:
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2.2.1. Step 4: completion of the argument
Using Lemma 2.2 we obtain from (29) that
EðTÞ þ
Z T
0
EðtÞ dtpCT ;R;d
Z T
0
DðtÞ dt þ KT :
Therefore by energy relation (7) we ﬁnd that
EðTÞ þ
Z T
0
EðtÞ dtpCT ;R;d ½Eð0Þ 	 EðTÞ þ KT
provided that Eð0ÞpR: Repeating the same argument on every interval ½mT ; ðm þ
1ÞT  and noting that for every m we have
EðmTÞpCðEð0ÞÞpCR;
we obtain
Eððm þ 1ÞTÞ þ
Z ðmþ1ÞT
mT
EðtÞ dt
pCT ;R;d ½EðmTÞ 	 Eððm þ 1ÞTÞ þ KT ð30Þ
for m ¼ 1; 2;y provided Eð0ÞpR: By Lemma 2.2 we can choose a40 such that
EaðtÞ 
 EðtÞ þ a40: From (30) we have
Eaððm þ 1ÞTÞprEaðmTÞ þ KT
1þ CT ;R;d
provided that Eð0ÞpR; where r ¼ CT ;R;d
1þCT ;R;do1: Therefore, for any m40
EaðmTÞprmEað0Þ þ KT
1þ CT ;R;d
Xm
1
rnprmEað0Þ þ KT :
Since KT does not depend on R and d and EaðtÞpEaðmTÞ for mTptoðm þ 1ÞT ;
this argument completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. &
3. Asymptotic smoothness
Once we know that solutions of von Karman evolutions are contained—
asymptotically—in an absorbing set—which we call B; our next step is to
show that the ﬂow is asymptotically smooth. We recall (see, e.g. [20]) a
dynamical system ðTðtÞ;HÞ is said to be asymptotically smooth iff for any
bounded set D in H such that TðtÞDCD for t40 there exists a compact set K in
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the closure %D of D; such that
lim
t-þN supyAD
distHfTðtÞy;Kg ¼ 0:
Theorem 3.1. Assume that either m1 þ b40 or G0 is non-empty and Assumption 1.4
holds. Then dynamical system ðTðtÞ;HÞ generated by problem (1)–(3) is asymptoti-
cally smooth provided damping parameter d is large enough and g0ðsÞXm for all sAR:
To prove this theorem we rely on the following criteria of asymptotic smoothness
of a dynamical system which is a slight generalization of the results presented in [20]
and [5] (we refer to [13] for the proof).
Proposition 3.2. Let ðX ; StÞ be a dynamical system on a Banach space X : Assume that
for any bounded positively invariant set B in X and for any tXt0 ¼ t0ðBÞX0 there exist
a function KBðtÞ on ½t0;þNÞ and a pseudometric RtB on Cð0; t; XÞ such that
(i) KBðtÞX0 and limt-N KBðtÞ ¼ 0;
(ii) the pseudometric RtB is precompact (with respect to the norm of X ) in the following
sense: any sequence fxngCB has a subsequence fxnkg such that the sequence
fykgCCð0; t; XÞ of elements ykðtÞ ¼ Stxnk is Cauchy with respect to RtB;
(iii) the estimate
jjSty1 	 Sty2jjpKBðtÞ  jjy1 	 y2jj þ RtBðfSty1g; fSty2gÞ; tXt0;
holds for every y1; y2AB; where we denote by fStyig the element from the space
Cð0; t; X Þ given by function yiðtÞ ¼ Styi:
Then ðX ; StÞ is an asymptotically smooth dynamical system.
This amounts to proving the estimate for the difference of two solutions. Without
loss of generality we may take two solutions which belong to the absorbing ball. (We
are not concerned with transient behaviour). Let us denote these solutions u; w
respectively. Thus, we have
juðtÞj2;O þ jutðtÞj0;O þ jwðtÞj2;O þ jwtðtÞj0;OpCB; tX0: ð31Þ
Also, from energy relation (7) we obtain for all tX0Z t
0
Z
G1
gðutÞut dG dt þ
Z t
0
Z
G1
gðwtÞwt dG dtpCB: ð32Þ
Let z 
 u 	 w: We denote by EzðtÞ the energy corresponding to z and given by
EzðtÞ ¼
Z
O
½jztj2 þ aðz; zÞ dx dy:
By Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.1 follows from the following assertion.
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Lemma 3.3. Assume that the damping parameter d is sufficiently large. Then, there
exist constants C;o; e40; possibly depending on damping parameter d and on B such
that
EzðtÞpCe	otEzð0Þ þ lotðzÞ;
where
lotðzÞpCd;B sup
0ptpt
fjzðtÞj22	e;O þ jztðtÞj2	e;O þ jzðtÞj2	e;Og:
Proof. The proof of the lemma is based on an appropriate rescaling argument which
allows to take an advantage of the inﬁnite speed of propagation associated with the
dynamics. This feature, in turn, is responsible for a fast propagation of dissipation
from the boundary into the interior and preventing a build up of the energy caused
by nonconservative and non-dissipative terms in the equation.
Let z 
 u 	 w; so that the following equation holds for the new variable z
ztt þ D2z þ Bzt ¼ RðzÞ in O ð0;NÞ;
Dz þ ð1	 mÞB1z ¼ 0 on G1;
@
@v
Dz þ ð1	 mÞB2z 	 m1z 	 bðu2 þ uw þ w2Þz
¼ d ð gðzt þ wtÞ 	 gðwtÞÞ on G1;
z ¼ @
@v
z ¼ 0; on G0;
where we have denoted
RðzÞ 
 ½vðuÞ 	 vðwÞ; u þ ½vðwÞ; z þ ½F0; z:
Since we consider trajectories lying on the absorbing set, by (31) and (4) the
following estimate is valid:
j½vðuÞ; zj0;OpCjuj22;Ojzj2;O:
Hence
jRðzðtÞÞj0;OpCBjzðtÞj2;O; tX0: ð33Þ
Step 1: Rescaling.
It sufﬁces to prove the Lemma 3.3 for the model with large mass parameter.
Indeed, by time rescaling we will be able to claim the result valid for the original
equation. To wit with, we introduce the change of variables t-lt; zðtÞ 
 zˆðltÞ and
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we are led to consider
l2zˆtt þ D2zˆ þ lBzˆt ¼ RðzˆÞ in O ð0;NÞ;
Dzˆ þ ð1	 mÞB1zˆ ¼ 0 on G1;
@
@v
Dzˆ þ ð1	 mÞB2zˆ 	 m1zˆ 	 bðuˆ2 þ uˆwˆ þ wˆ2Þzˆ
¼ dð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞ on G1;
zˆ ¼ @
@v
zˆ ¼ 0 on G0: ð34Þ
Thus, to prove the Lemma, it sufﬁces to prove the requisite inequality in Lemma 3.3
for the new variable zˆ with (suitably) large l: We shall proceed toward this goal. In
what follows we denote
ElðtÞ 
 l2
Z
O
jzˆtðtÞj2 dx dy þ aðzˆðtÞ; zˆðtÞÞ:
By the standard method we can write the energy relation:
ElðtÞ þ 2
Z t
s
Z
G1
dð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞzˆt dG dt þ 2l
Z t
s
Z
O
Bzˆtzˆt
¼ ElðsÞ þ 2
Z t
s
Z
O
RðzˆÞzˆt dx dy dt
	 2b
Z t
s
Z
G1
ðuˆ2 þ uˆwˆ þ wˆ2Þzˆzˆt dG dt: ð35Þ
Step 2: Reconstruction of energies.
Applying the multiplier hrzˆ to Eq. (34) gives
Z T
0
Z
O
ðl2zˆtt þ lBzˆtÞhrzˆ dx dy dt
¼ l2
Z
O
zˆthrzˆ dx dyjT0 þ
1
2
l2
Z
Q
zˆ2t div h dQ
	 1
2
l2
Z
S
zˆ2t hn dSþ l
Z
Q
Bzˆthrzˆ dQ:
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From here and the boundedness of BALðL2ðOÞÞ we obtain that
Z T
0
Z
O
ðl2zˆtt þ lBzˆtÞhrzˆ dx dy dt
X
l2
4
Z T
0
jzˆtj20;O 	
l2
2
Z T
0
Z
G1
jzˆtj2 dG dt
	 l2ðjzˆðTÞj1þd;OjzˆtðTÞj	d;O
þ jzˆð0Þj1þd;Ojzˆtð0Þj	d;OÞ 	 CB
Z T
0
jzˆj21;O dt
¼ l
2
4
Z T
0
jzˆtj20;O 	
l2
2
Z T
0
Z
G1
jzˆtj2 dG dt 	 lotlðzˆÞ; ð36Þ
where
lotlðzˆÞ ¼ l2ðjzˆðTÞj1þd;OjzˆtðTÞj	d;O þ jzˆð0Þj1þd;Ojzˆtð0Þj	d;OÞ
þ CB
Z T
0
jzˆj21;O dt:
As in Section 2 using (11) we obtain
Z
O
D2zˆhrzˆ dx dy ¼ aðzˆ; zˆÞ þ 1
2
aG1ðzˆ; zˆÞhnþ
Z
G1
½dð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ
	 gðlwˆtÞÞhrzˆ þ bðwˆ2 þ wˆuˆ þ uˆ2ÞzˆÞhrzˆ dG
	 1
2
aG0ðzˆ; zˆÞhnþ m1
Z
G1
½zˆhrzˆ 	 zˆ2 dG:
Applying Cauchy–Schwarz and Sobolev’s inequality, recalling the property hnp0 on
G0 and the fact that the solutions considered are in the absorbing set, so that
jwˆðtÞjCðOÞ þ juˆðtÞjCðOÞpCðjwˆðtÞj2;O þ juˆðtÞj2;OÞpCB;
we obtain
Z
O
D2zˆhrzˆ dx dyX 1
2
aðzˆ; zˆÞ þ 1
4
aG1ðzˆ; zˆÞhn
þ
Z
G1
dð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞhrzˆ dG
	 CB
Z
G1
jzˆjjrzˆj dG	 m1
Z
G1
zˆ2 dG:
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Sobolev’s embeddings yieldZ
O
D2zˆhrzˆ dx dyX 1
2
aðzˆ; zˆÞ þ 1
4
aG1ðzˆ; zˆÞhn
þ
Z
G1
dð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞhrzˆ dG	 CBjzˆj21;G1 : ð37Þ
Step 3: Dissipation.
To continue with (37) we need the following assertion.
Proposition 3.4.
Z T
0
Z
G1
ð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞhrzˆ dG dtpCB;l;T sup
tA½0;T 
jzˆðtÞj2	d;O:
Proof. Computations below exploit polynomial growth condition imposed g: We
apply Ho¨lder’s inequality with Ho¨lder’s exponent r41:
Z T
0
Z
G1
ð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞhrzˆ dG dt
pCjrzˆjL%rðSÞ
Z T
0
Z
G1
ð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞr dG dt
 1
r
pCjrzˆjL%rðSÞ
Z T
0
Z
G1
jgðluˆtÞjr þ jgðlwˆtÞjr dG dt
 1
r
;
where r	1 þ %r	1 ¼ 1: In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.6, we take
r ¼ 1þ 1
p
and we split the region of integration according to ljuˆtjp1 and ljuˆtjX1
Z T
0
Z
G1
jgðluˆtÞjr dG dtp
Z T
0
Z
G1
jgðluˆtÞjr	1jgðluˆtÞj dG dt
p
Z T
0
Z
G1
½c þ Mjluˆtjðr	1ÞpjgðluˆtÞ jdG dt
pC
Z T
0
Z
G1
ðc þ jluˆtjjgðluˆtÞjÞdG dtpCl;B;T ; ð38Þ
where for the last step we have used (32). Similar computations apply to the term
with wˆ:
Z T
0
Z
G1
jgðlwˆtÞjr dG dtpCl;B;T : ð39Þ
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Combining (38), (39) and applying boundedness of the map z-rzjG1 from the space
Cð0; T ; H2	dðOÞÞ into Lpþ1ðSÞ with sufﬁciently small d yields the desired conclusion
in the Proposition 3.4. &
Step 4: Further estimates
Applying the estimate in Proposition 3.4 above to the inequality in (37) and
recalling geometric condition on G1 yieldsZ T
0
Z
O
D2zˆhrzˆ dx t dtX1
2
Z T
0
aðzˆ; zˆÞ dt 	 Cl;B;d;T lotðzˆÞ; ð40Þ
where lotðzˆÞ is given by
lotðzÞp sup
0ptpT
fjzðtÞj22	e;O þ jztðtÞj2	e;O þ jzðtÞj2	e;Og: ð41Þ
Estimate for R: From (33)
Z
Q
RðzˆÞrzˆh dQp e
Z T
0
jzˆj22;O dt þ Ce
Z T
0
jzˆj23=2;O dt
p e
Z T
0
jzˆj22;O dt þ CB;e;T lotðzˆÞ: ð42Þ
Estimate for jzˆtjG1 : For this, we shall exploit the growth condition from below
imposed on g0 in the statement of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, we have that mðs1 	
s2Þ2pðs1 	 s2Þ½gðs1Þ 	 gðs2Þ: Therefore
l2
Z t
s
Z
G1
zˆ2t dG dtp
l
md
DtsðzˆÞ; ð43Þ
where we have denoted
DtsðzˆÞ 
 d
Z t
s
Z
G1
½gðlðzˆt þ wˆtÞÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞzˆt dG dt
þ
Z t
s
Z
O
lBzˆtzˆt dx dy dt: ð44Þ
Step 5: Final step.
Combining inequalities in (36), (40), (42), (43) with s ¼ 0 and t ¼ T and taking e
sufﬁciently small, eo1=4; we ﬁnd that
Z T
0
ElðtÞ dtpCl
md
DðzˆÞ þ CB;l;d;T lotðzÞ; ð45Þ
where DðzˆÞ 
 DT0 ðzˆÞ and lotðzÞ is deﬁned by (41).
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From (31), (43) and energy identity (35) we obtain
ElðTÞ þ DTs ðzˆÞpElðsÞ þ CB
Z T
s
jzˆj2;Ojzˆtj0;O dt þ CB;l;d;T lotðzÞ ð46Þ
for any 0pspT : Here we also use the estimateZ
G1
ðuˆ2 þ uˆwˆ þ wˆ2Þzˆzˆt dGpd
Z
G1
jzˆtj2 dGþ CB;djzˆj22	e;O
for positive e and d small enough. If we integrate (46) with respect to s over the
interval ½0; 1; we ﬁnd that
ElðTÞp
Z T
0
ElðsÞ ds þ CB
Z T
0
jzˆj2;Ojzˆtj0;O dt þ CB;l;d;T lotðzÞ ð47Þ
for any TX1: From (46) we also have
DðzˆÞpElð0Þ 	 ElðTÞ þ CB
Z T
s
jzˆj2;Ojzˆtj0;O dt þ CB;l;d;T lotðzÞ: ð48Þ
Consequently, using (45), (47) and (48) we ﬁnd that
ElðTÞ þ
Z T
0
ElðtÞ dtpCl
md
ðElð0Þ 	 ElðTÞÞ
þ CB 1þ l
md
 Z T
0
jzˆj2;Ojzˆtj0;O dt þ CB;l;d;T lotðzÞ: ð49Þ
It is easy to see that
CB 1þ l
md
 
jzˆj2;Ojzˆtj0;Opd2jzˆj22;O þ l2jzˆtj20;O
for any d40 under the condition CBð1þ lmdÞ 	 2dlp0: If we choose d40 such that
aðzˆ; zˆÞXd2jzˆj22;O; then under condition dXCBðmdÞ	1 we can ﬁnd l40 such that (49)
implies the relation
ElðTÞpCl
md
½Elð0Þ 	 ElðTÞ þ CB;l;d;T lotðzÞ: ð50Þ
Here we take advantage of the fact that the absorbing set B does not depend on large
values of the damping parameter d: Relation (50) can be reiterated on any time
interval ðmT ; ðm þ 1ÞTÞ leading to
Elððm þ 1ÞTÞpCl
md
½ElðmTÞ 	 Elððm þ 1ÞTÞ þ CB;l;d;T lotmðzˆÞ;
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and
Elððm þ 1ÞTÞpgElðmTÞ þ CB;l;d;T lotmðzˆÞ; m ¼ 1; 2; 3y;
where g ¼ Cl
md
ð1þ Cl
md
Þ	1o1 and
lotmðzÞp sup
tAIm
fjjzðtÞjj22	e;O þ jjztðtÞjj2	e;O þ jjzðtÞjj2	e;Og
with Im ¼ ½mT ; ðm þ 1ÞT : Thus we obtain
ElðnTÞpgnElð0Þ þ CB;l;d;T
Xn	1
m¼0
gn	mlotmðzÞ; n ¼ 1; 2;y;
and the conclusion in the Lemma 3.3 easily follows. &
4. Completion of the proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.7
Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 above and also from Theorem 3.4.6
in [20]. Theorem 1.7 follows from the general results on the structure of global
attractors for gradient systems (see, e.g. [2,9,20,42]). The point is that the energy E of
the system ðTðtÞ;HÞ possesses properties: (i) it is non-increasing along solutions and
(ii) it can be constant on stationary solutions only. Thus ðTðtÞ;HÞ is a gradient system.
5. Finite dimensionality—proof of Theorem 1.6
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.6 which asserts ﬁnite fractal
dimensionality of the attractor under additional assumption (5). The main tool in
establishing this property is a new abstract result (see [12] or [13]) which provides
ﬁniteness of fractal dimension subject to certain inequality which is close to the
inequality in Lemma 3.3 with the difference that lower order terms are required to be
quadratic.
Thus, as before this amounts to proving the estimate for the difference of two
solutions. As in the proof of Lemma 3.3, without loss of generality we may take two
solutions ðu; utÞ and ðw; wtÞ which belong to the absorbing ball. Thus, we have
juðtÞj2;O þ jutðtÞj0;O þ jwðtÞj2;O þ jwtðtÞj0;OpCB; tX0: ð51Þ
Also, from energy relation (7), Assumption 1.4 and coercivity condition (which
needs to be applied if pX3) (5) we obtain for all tX0Z t
0
Z
G1
½jutjðp	1Þr þ jwtjðp	1Þr dG
þ
Z t
0
Z
G1
½gðutÞut þ gðwtÞwt dG dtpCB: ð52Þ
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Let z 
 u 	 w and EzðtÞ is deﬁned as before EzðtÞ ¼
R
O½jztj2 þ aðz; zÞ dx dy: The
following inequality is a counterpart of inequality in Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.6, there exist constants C;o and
e40; possibly depending on damping parameter d and on B such that
EzðtÞpCe	otEzð0Þ þ lotðzÞ;
where
lotðzÞpCd;B sup
0ptpt
fjzðtÞj22	e;O þ jztðtÞj2	e;Og: ð53Þ
The Proof of this lemma follows along the same lines as in Lemma 3.3 with the
exception of Proposition 3.4. In fact, the counterpart of this Proposition becomes
Proposition 5.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6 we have that
Z T
0
Z
G1
ð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞhrzˆ dG dt
p l
md
DT0 ðzˆÞ þ CB;l;T sup
tA½0;T 
jzˆðtÞj22	d;O
with sufficiently small d40; where DT0 ðzˆÞ is defined by (44).
Proof. Computations below exploit polynomial growth condition imposed on g;
including the additional assumption (5).
Using the inequality jhrzˆjpl
m
jzˆtj þ mjhrzˆj
2
4ljzˆtj ; we obtain that
jð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞhrzˆjp l
m
jgðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞjjzˆtj
þCl;m
Z 1
0
jð g0ðl½szˆt þ wˆtÞ dsjrzˆj2:
Therefore applying ﬁrst Cauchy–Schwarz inequality along with the polynomial
growth condition imposed on g we obtain the estimate
Z T
0
Z
G1
ð gðlzˆt þ lwˆtÞ 	 gðlwˆtÞÞhrzˆ dG dt
p l
md
DT0 ðzˆÞ þ Cl;m  XTðut; wtÞ  jrzˆðtÞj2L%rðGÞ;
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where r41; r	1 þ %r	1 ¼ 1 and
XT ðut; wtÞ ¼
Z T
0
Z
G1
ðjuˆtjðp	1Þr þ jwˆtjðp	1ÞrÞ dG dt
 1=r
:
By (52) we have that XTðut; wtÞpCl;B;T : Therefore as in the proof of Proposition 3.4
we obtain the desired conclusion. &
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Proposition 5.2 is now replacing the Proposition 3.4 in the
proof of Lemma 3.3. In this case we have (45) with lotðzˆÞ of the form (53) and the
resulting calculations (identical to these before) lead to the inequality stated in
Lemma 5.1. &
Now we are in a position to apply the following abstract result which is proved in
[12] (see also [13]).
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a separable Hilbert space and A be a bounded closed set in X :
Assume that there exists a mapping V : A/X such that
(i) ADVA;
(ii) V is Lipschitz on A; i.e. there exists L40 such that
jjVa1 	 Va2jjpLjja1 	 a2jj for all a1; a2AA:
(iii) there exist compact seminorms n1ðxÞ and n2ðxÞ on X such that
jjVa1 	 Va2jjp Zjja1 	 a2jj
þ K  ½n1ða1 	 a2Þ þ n2ðVa1 	 Va2Þ; ð54Þ
for all a1; a2AA where 0oZo1 and K40 are constants.
Then A is a compact set in X of the finite fractal dimension.
We recall that a seminorm nðxÞ on a Hilbert space X is said to be compact if
nðxmÞ-0 for any sequence fxmgCX such that xm-0 weakly in X :
We also note that Ladyzhenskaya’s theorem [26] on ﬁnite dimension of invariant
sets is a corollary of Theorem 5.3. In fact, Ladyzhenskaya’s theorem corresponds to
the case when n1 
 0 and n2ðaÞ ¼ jjPajj in relation (54), where P is a ﬁnite
dimensional projector. Theorem 5.3 also generalizes the result by Prazˇak [39], which
relies on the so-called ‘‘generalized squeezing property’’. To obtain the conclusion of
Lemma 4.1 [39] on dimension we need only apply Theorem 5.3 with n1ðaÞ ¼ n2ðaÞ ¼
jjPajj; where P is a ﬁnite dimensional projector. One of the main advantages of the
approach based on Theorem 5.3 in comparison with results in [26] and [39] is that it
does not contain ﬁnite-dimensional projectors in explicit form. This, in turn, allows
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to use almost directly the estimate in Lemma 5.1 in order to verify critical condition
(54) without any need to prove regularity of the attractor.
Proper proof of Theorem 1.6. We apply Theorem 5.3 in the space X ¼ H2G0ðOÞ 
L2ðOÞ  W2ð0; TÞ; where
W2ð0; TÞ ¼ zðtÞ : jzj2W2ð0;TÞ 

Z T
0
ðjzðtÞj22;O þ jztðtÞj20;O þ jzttðtÞj2	2;OÞ dtoN
 
:
The norm in X is given by jjU jj2X ¼ ju0j22;O þ ju1j20;O þ jzj2W2ð0;TÞ for U ¼ ðu0; u1; zÞ:
Directly from the equation for zðtÞ ¼ uðtÞ 	 vðtÞ we can ﬁnd that
jzttðtÞj2	2;OpCEzðtÞ; t40; ð55Þ
in the dissipativity ball. Further, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that
EzðtÞpCe	oðt	sÞEzðsÞ þ C sup
sptpt
fjzðtÞj22	e;O þ jztðtÞj2	e;Og ð56Þ
for t4s: Taking t ¼ T þ s and integrating from 0 to T with respect to s we obtain
Z 2T
T
EzðtÞ dtpCe	oT
Z T
0
EzðsÞ ds
þ CT sup
0ptp2T
fjzðtÞj22	e;O þ jztðtÞj2	e;Og:
Now using (55) and (56) with s ¼ 0 and t ¼ T we obtain that
EzðTÞ þ
Z 2T
T
ðEzðtÞ þ jzttðtÞj2	2;OÞ dt
pCe	oT Ezð0Þ þ
Z T
0
EzðsÞ ds
 
þ CT sup
0ptp2T
fjzðtÞj22	e;;O þ jztðtÞj2	e;Og: ð57Þ
Let A be the global attractor. Consider in the space X the set
AT :¼ fU 
 ðuð0Þ; utð0Þ; uðtÞ; tA½0; T Þ: ðuð0Þ; utð0ÞÞAAg;
where uðtÞ is the solution to the initial problem with initial data ðuð0Þ; utð0ÞÞ; and
deﬁne operator V :AT/X by the formula
V : ðuð0Þ; utð0Þ; uðtÞÞ/ðuðTÞ; utðTÞ; uðT þ tÞÞ:
We shall show that the map V satisﬁes conditions of Theorem 5.3. Indeed,
it is clear that V is Lipschitz on AT and VAT ¼AT : Relation (57) can be
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written in the form
jjVU1 	 VU2jjXp ZT jjU1 	 U2jjX þ K  ðnT ðU1 	 U2Þ
þ nT ðVU1 	 VU2ÞÞ;
for any U1; U2AAT ; where ZT ¼ Ce	oT and
nT ðUÞ ¼ sup
0ptpT
fjuðtÞj2	e;O þ jutðtÞj	e;Og:
It is clear that nTðUÞ is a compact seminorm on X and we can choose T such that
ZTo1: Therefore we can apply Theorem 5.3 to obtain thatAT is compact set in X of
ﬁnite fractal dimension.
Let P : X/H2G0ðOÞ  L2ðOÞ be the operator deﬁned by the formula
P : ðu0; u1; zðtÞÞ/ðu0; u1Þ: Since A ¼ PAT and P is Lipschitz continuous, the fractal
dimension df ðAÞ of the attractor A in the space H2G0ðOÞ  L2ðOÞ is equal to the
fractal dimension of AT in X : Thus df ðAÞoN: &
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